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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a hybrid analytical-numerical approach is performed for the orthogonal cutting process. The modelling of 
the thermomechanical material flow in the primary shear zone, the tool-chip contact length and the sliding-sticking 
zones are obtained from an analytical approach. In addition, the Finite Element method is used to solve the non linear 
thermal problem in the chip. Our aim is to propose an approach which can easily be used to identify the main 
parameters governing tool wear and to explain the experimental trends. The effects of cutting conditions and material 
behaviour on the sliding-sticking zones and on the temperature distribution along the tool-chip interface can be 
evaluated from this approach. It has been found that the sliding-sticking zones at the tool-chip interface strongly control 
the local conditions of stress, velocity and temperature  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In cutting, the work material is subject to intensive 

shearing in the primary shear zone inclined at the shear 
angle φ , Fig 1. the primary shear zone is assimilated to a 
thin band with a constant thickness ( a 
typical value for steel [1]). At the tool chip interface, 
extensive plastic deformation occurs in the secondary 
shear zone SSZ along the sticking part of the contact 
length. In addition, local frictional heating occurs along 
the sliding part. In order to model the cutting operation 
the thermomechanical behaviour of the workpiece 
material has to be indentified at conditions close to those 
of machining [2]. This behaviour becomes more 
complex in the sticking zone since the temperature can 
be higher than 1000 °C. At the tool chip interface, the 
interaction between the sticking-sliding zones and the 
thermal softening of work material, in the SSZ, has to be 
taken into account. To be valid with respect to the 
experimental results, the local friction coefficient

" "h 25h µ= im s 

slµ , in 
the sliding zone, has to be related to the global (or 
apparent) friction coefficient µ , which is the ratio of the 
experimental values of the frictional force and the 
normal force acting on the tool rake face. To describe the 
frictional condition along the tool rake face, the sticking-
sliding zones have to be investigated. Several 
experimental studies have shown that the sticking-sliding 
zones depend on the tool-workpiece materials, on the 

cutting conditions and on the cutting process [3-6]. 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid analytical-
numerical approach which can easily be used to identify 
the main parameters governing the apparition of the 
sticking zone at the tool-chip interface  

2. A HYBRID ANALYTICAL-NUMERICAL 
MODEL OF ORTHOGONAL CUTTING 
PROCESS: 

1.1. ANALYTICAL PART: 

In this study, the material flow within the primary 
shear zone is modelled by using a one dimensional 
approach in the stationary case [7]. Therefore, all the 
variables introduced to describe the material flow 
through the band, depend only on the coordinate (z) 
along the normal to this band, Fig1. In addition, the 
shearing in the band is supposed to be adiabatic. This 
assumption is reasonable when the cutting speed is large 
enough. The distributions of shear stress τ , the absolute 
temperature θ , the shear strain rate 

•

 and the cutting 
contact length c  are detailed in Molinari and Dudzinski 
[7],  and Moufki & al [8]. 

γ
L

The thermomechanical behaviour of the workpiece 
material has to be identified under conditions close to 
those of machining. The workpiece material is supposed 
to be isotropic, rigid and viscoplastic, and described by a 
Johnson-Cook law (1):  
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The material characteristics are defined by the strain 
hardening exponent , the strain rate sensitivity , the 
thermal softening coefficient 

n m
ν . The constants A, B , 0γ

•

, 
the temperatures (reference temperature) and  
(melting temperature).  
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Figure 1 : model of the primary shear band [8].  The 
contact length, the rake angle, the undeformed chip 
thickness and the chip thickness are denoted respectively 
by Lc, α, t1, and t2  

For modelling the tool wear, it’s important to take into 
account the effect of the sticking-sliding zones on the 
temperature distribution. At the tool chip-interface, the 
pressure distribution can be modelled according to 
several experimental studies [9, 10], as following: 

( ) ( )ξ0 cp x  = p 1 - x L  (2) 

Where represents the pressure exerted by the chip on 
the tool tip, obtained from [8], 

0p
ξ  characterises the 

pressure distribution and  is the tool-chip contact 
length. To consider the sticking zone at the tool-chip 
interface, see Figure 2, the following distribution of the 
shear stress 

cL

intτ  is considered: 
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0
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With slµ is local friction coefficient at the sliding zone. 
 
 Considering the relationship between the global 
friction coefficient µ  and the distributions at the tool-
chip interface of the shear stress intτ  and of the pressure, 
we get: 

( )
( )0
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with  

( ) ( )0
0

1
cLa

f st sl
ca

xF dx p dxx L
ξ

τ µ∫ ∫ −= +  (5) 

It can be noted that only the global friction coefficient 
µ  can be estimated from the experimental values of the 
cutting forces. 
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 The local friction coefficient slµ  at the sliding zone is 
determined by combining Eq. (4) and the continuity of 

( )int xτ at x a= : 

( ) ( ) ( )
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with ( )a int x aτ τ= =  
 The length of the sticking zone  is obtained from 
the continuity of 

" "a
( )int xτ at x a=  by using the Newton 

Raphson scheme.  

1.2. NUMERICAL PART: 

The hybrid analytical-FE approach, proposed in this 
paper, can be very useful to analyze the interaction 
between the chip flow and the tool. The thermal problem 
in the chip is a heat and mass transfer problem which is 
governed by the combined effects of transport and 
diffusion. It is well known that the Galerkin FE method 
leads to a good accuracy for diffusion-dominated 
problems while the accuracy becomes poor when 
transport effects prevail. A single parameter, the Péclet 
number Pe, which can be understood as the ratio of 
transport versus diffusion effects, governs the advection-
diffusion equation. In order to remove the solution 
oscillations at high Pe, the Streamline Upwind/Petrov-
Galerkin technique has been used. 

The velocity distribution in the chip is supposed to be 
given by a simple model as shown in Fig 2. To satisfy 
the requirement for material flow continuity in the chip, 
a transition zone ( )a x a b< ≤ +  is introduced. The 
length  of this transition zone is usually a very small 
with respect to the length "  of the sticking zone. Note 
also that in this small transition zone, the 
incompressibility condition is not rigorously satisfied. 

" "b
"a

In the secondary shear zone, the J-C constitutive law, 
Eq (1), is supposed to be still valid for the 



tan( )µ λ=characterization of the material behaviour. The heat 
sources pQ and fQ , due respectively, to the viscoplastic 
deformation in the secondary shear zone and to the 
frictional contact in the sliding zone, are given by: 
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The temperature distribution T(x, y) in the chip is 
given by heat equation: 

( )
2 2

2 2 ,p x
T Tk Q cV x Ty

xx y
ρ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂+ + =⎜ ⎟ ∂∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
 (8) 

 
,  ,   and  xk c Vρ are respectively, the thermal 

conductivity, the material density, the heat capacity and 
the relative chip velocity. 

In order to separate the effects of the parameters 
governing the friction conditions at the tool-chip 
interface, the heat flowing to the tool is supposed to be 
negligible. This simplification can be considered as an 
acceptable assumption when the steady state case is 
considered and when the cutting velocity is large. The 
consequence of this is an overestimation of the interface 
temperature. In addition to take into account this aspect, 
the heat partition coefficient of the frictional heating in 
the sliding zone, between the tool and the chip, has to be 
combined with the tool heating due the secondary shear 
zone. This represents the subject of another work. 

The non linear thermal problem in the chip, with the 
boundary conditions reported on the Fig 2, is solved by 
FE method based on the Streamline Upwind/Petrov-
Galerkin technique. 

 

  Sticking zone Sliding zone  

Figure 2 : Illustrations of the velocity distribution in the 
chip and of the thermal boundary conditions 

To illustrate the results of the proposed model, the 
effects, on the sticking-sliding zones, of the global 

friction coefficient  and of the workpiece 
material behaviour are analysed. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 
The proposed model is applied to the analysis of 

orthogonal cutting operation of 42CrMo4 steel (close to 
an AISI 4142 steel) whose material response has been 
identified by dynamical testing at various temperatures, 
[11]. The Johnson-Cook law’s parameters are: 

 

612A MPa= ;  436B MPa= ;  m  0.008=

0.15n = ;          1.46ν = ;          ; 1
0 .001.0 −•
= sγ

296rT K= °      T K1793m = ° ; 
 

The material density ρ , the heat capacity  and the 
thermal conductivity  are given by 

c
k

( )37800      500 .         54 .kg m c J kg K k w m Kρ = = ° = °  

To illustrate the results of the present model, the 
following parameter have been used: 
 

0 2 /10tδ = ; /10b a= ;            V m ; 50 / mn=
m0.1f m= ; 0α = ° ;  2ξ = ; 

 
Where f = t1, is a feed rate in orthogonal cutting.  

The effect of the global friction coefficient 

( )tanµ λ=  on the temperature distribution is reported 
in Fig 3 and in Tab 1. It shown, that the global friction 
has a significant effect on the length "  of the sticking 
zone. An increase of 

"a
λ  leads to an increase of the local 

friction coefficient slµ  at the sliding zone, which inturn 
increases the temperature at the tool-chip interface. 

Temperature at the exit of the 
primary shear zone PSZ, (x = 0) 

 

Figure 3 : Effect of the global friction coefficient 

( )tanµ λ= on the temperature distribution at the tool chip 

interface.  



 

Tab 2, 
ha our on the thermo-mechanical conditions 

f friction at the tool-chip interface through a parameter 

illustrates the influence of the workpiece 
material  be vi
o
ν  of the Johnson-Cook law; see equation (1), with 

50 /  and  25V m mn λ= = ° . 

The increase of the thermal softening induces a 
duction of the shear stress at the tool-chip interface. re

This produces an increase of the sticking zone and of the 
local friction coefficient slµ in the sliding zone 
The increase of the thermal softening of the machined 
material is equivalent to the reduction of the J-C law 
coefficient " "ν  since th ratioe ( )r m fT T T T− −  is less 

al 
nning 

coefficient  

than 1. 
 

Therm
Softe

" "ν  

Sticking zone 

c

aRatio L=  

Local friction 
coefficient 

slµ  

1.46 0.23 0.52 

1 0.31 0.58 

0.5 0.5 0.88 
 
Tab 2: uence of the t l softening coefficient Infl herma ν , 
on the sticking zone ratio a n the local fricnd o tion slµ  

odel is 
pres nical material flow in the 
prim  chip contact length and the 
pr
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Tab 1 uence of t obal friction fficient 

4. CONCLUSIONS: 
In this work , a hybrid Analytical-Numerical m

ented. The thermomecha
ary shear zone, the tool-

essure at the tool-chip interface are obtained from an 
analytical approach. Besides, the non linear thermal 

problem in the chip is solved by finite elements method. 
The sticking-sliding zones (i.e. the secondary shear 
zone) are taken into account by considering a simple 
model of the velocity distribution in the chip. Note that 
the model can be used with any kind of the distribution 
of the flowing speed of chip material. The present 
approach can be used to analyse, the effects of cutting 
process on the frictional conditions at the tool-chip 
interface wich affect directly the tool wear.  
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